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Abstract

A hybrid approach to automatic derivation
of class-based selectional preferences is
proposed. A lexicon of selectional prefer-
ences can assist in handling several forms
of ambiguity, a major problem for MT.
The approach combines knowledge-rich
parsing and lexicons, with statistics and
corpus data. We illustrate the use of a se-
lectional preference lexicon for anaphora
resolution.

1 Motivation

In this paper we propose a hybrid approach to au-
tomatic derivation of selectional preferences. Se-
lectional preferences characterize the potential ar-
guments of word senses in terms of their seman-
tic properties (Resnik, 1998). An oft-quoted exam-
ple is that the verbeatstrongly prefers an object in
the category offood, so much so that one can omit
the object without causing confusion (Levin, 1993;
Resnik, 1996).

A lexicon of selectional preferences can assist in
handling ambiguity, a major problem for MT, be
it semantic or structural. For example, selectional
preferences aid in pronoun resolution (Bernth, 2002)
and word sense disambiguation (Resnik, 1997). Se-
lectional preferences can also aid parsing by reward-
ing parses that have more “natural” arguments for
words. Finally, selectional preferences can be used
to infer semantic properties of words missing from
the lexicon.

Rational methods have often been criticized for
being labor-intensive, inflexible, and hard to scale
up, but praised for being deep, accurate and
information-rich. Empirical methods have been
criticized for being inaccurate, simple-minded, and
domain-specific, and praised for being automatic
and providing good coverage.

Hybrid approaches aim at maximizing the ben-
efits, while minimizing the disadvantages, of each
approach, and popularity of hybrid systems is ev-
idenced by papers such as Carl et al. (2002) and
Habash and Dorr (2002).

2 Resources and Methods

Derivation of selectional preferences seems like a
particularly good candidate for a hybrid approach.
On the one hand, it is imperative to get a precise in-
dication of syntactic dependencies, obviously a rea-
sonable job for a meticulous parser. And on the other
hand, it is important to acquire the actual prefer-
ences by gathering evidence from real data; this is
obviously the empirical approach. The system that
we propose combines rational and empirical compo-
nents: Knowledge-rich parsing and lexicons, com-
bined with statistics and corpus data. In Section 2.1
we describe the rational components, and in Sec-
tion 2.2 we describe the empirical components. In
Section 2.3 we report on the specific benefits of this
combined approach.

2.1 The Rational Components

The rational components consist of the parser, de-
scribed in Section 2.1.1, and the lexicon and ontol-
ogy described in Section 2.1.2.
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2.1.1 The Parser

English Slot Grammar (ESG), a broad-scale, gen-
eral English parsing environment (McCord, 1980;
McCord, 1990; McCord, 1993), provides the core
of the rational aspect. ESG handles a variety of text
formats, such as HTML, SGML, and plain text. The
ESG system segments and tokenizes the input text,
performs morphological analysis (including deriva-
tional as well as inflectional morphology), and fi-
nally assigns syntactic structures to the sentences.
The syntactic structures show not only surface rela-
tions, but also deeper relations, as exemplified by the
treatment of passive constructions and remote rela-
tions. Firth (1957) says: “You shall know a word
by the company it keeps.” Even though this apho-
rism was not uttered in the context of computational
parsing, and is often quoted in the justification of
empirical methods, it also seems appropriate in the
context of a rational, deep parsing system: A full,
information-rich parse gives a very good indication
of what company a word keeps, better than what
is provided by near-neighborn-gram methods, be-
cause the most important “company” information
for words is is in their modifier orslot-filler rela-
tionships, which may be remote in the sentence.

Central to ESG is the concept of aslot. A slot is a
grammatical function, like subject, object or indirect
object, but there are many slots in Slot Grammar. A
slot frameis the list of complement slots for a word
sense.

Figure 1 shows an example of an ESG parse, in-
cluding the semantic types applicable for the indi-
vidual words. For example,caviar is marked with
the semantic typest food, andvodkahas the seman-
tic typest liquid.

2.1.2 The Lexicon and Semantic Types

ESG uses a broad-coverage lexicon with word
senses marked with semantic types that are orga-
nized in an isa hierarchy. The lexicon has approx-
imately 94,000 base forms, with many more word
forms covered by inflectional and derivational mor-
phology. The lexical system allows for multiwords,
and addendum multiword lexicons can usefully in-
clude named entities.

2.2 The Empirical Components

The empirical components comprise large-scale cor-
pora as described in Section 2.2.1 and frequency
counts and maximum likelihood estimation, dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1 The Corpus and Processing of It

We have used a corpus of unannotated Reuters
newswire comprising approximately 6.4 million
sentences. In order to robustly handle this
amount of data, we employed some techniques
from our terminology extraction tool described in
Bernth et al. (2002), and from McCord (1993). On
top of ESG we have programs that can extract filled
slot frame data from parses and accumulate unique
frames, along with their frequencies, robustly across
vast amounts of text data. The corpus processing
can operate on multiple files specified by file pat-
terns, or on lists of file names (or file patterns), or
even by web crawling. The system can gather such
frames for any part of speech, but in the scenario de-
scribed here, we are only concerned with verbs and
their frames.

2.2.2 Frequency and Maximum-Likelihood
Estimation

A variation on simple relative frequency deter-
mines the selectional preferences for complements.
Let the frequency of a specific slot framef for a
verb v in the training corpus befreq(f). The fol-
lowing then describes the simple relative frequency
of a specific slot framef0:

freq(f0)∑
f∈F freq(f)

whereF is the set of frames forv.
This maximum likelihood estimate assigns zero

probability to unseen events, a well-known problem
causing undesirable results for sparse data. This is
quite similar to the idea of negation-as-failure, prob-
ably best known from the programming language
Prolog (Clocksin and Mellish, 1981). In both cases
the problem can be traced down to the closed-world
assumption, which, simply stated, is the assumption
that our information is complete, be it the training
data or the Prolog database. This assumption is suf-
ficient for many cases and leads to increased effi-
ciency, but does also cause unknown/unseen cases to
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----------------------------------------------------------------
.- ndet the1(1) det pl def the ingdet (def the)
.- nadj Russian1(2) adj (hlanguage st_people)

.--- subj(n) emperor1(3) noun cn pl title (title m)

.--- lconj eat1(4,3,5,u) verb vfin vpast sg pl
| ‘- obj(n) caviar1(5) noun cn sg (massn st_food)
o--- top and0(6) verb vfin vpast pl vsubj
‘--- rconj drink1(7,3,8,u) verb vfin vpast sg pl

‘- obj(n) vodka1(8) noun cn sg
----------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 1: ESG parse of “The Russian emperors ate caviar and drank vodka”

just not be considered legitimate. However, our lex-
icon is broad-coverage, and rather complete in terms
of slot frames, and our corpus big, so we allow our-
selves to take advantage of the simplicity of MLE.

2.3 Advantages of the Hybrid Approach

Prior approaches such as Dagan and Itai (1990),
Resnik (1993), Li and Abe (1996) and
Li and Abe (1998) limit themselves tosingle
grammatical relations – individual arguments that
a verb may take – considered independently of the
total slot frame. However, as Li and Abe (1996)
correctly point out, considering full slot frames
rather than just single relations will give better and
more accurate results in certain cases. For instance,
suppose we are resolving the pronoun inThe cow
ate it, and possible antecedents aremouseand
grass. Both mice and grass can be eaten (by suitable
animals), so storing the possible direct objects or
semantic types of objects for the verbeat will not
help in the resolution. But storing subject-verb-
object frames can tell us that cows eat grass but
cows don’t eat mice. Unlike Li and Abe (1996) we
are able to gather complete frames because we are
not limited to a relatively small training corpus such
as the Penn Treebank.1 They were only able to train
on little more than 125,000 sentences because they
had to rely on a human-annotated training corpus.
However, ESG provides us with high-quality parses,
and what this entails in practice is that we are able
to train on a virtually unlimited amount of data and
use high-frequency frames to obtain preferences.

1Li and Abe (1998), which presumably reports on the same
project, indicates that the training corpus comprised 126,084
sentences of tagged text from theWall Street Journal.

Figure 2 shows sample slot frame output from our
experiment, for the verbeat, with frequency infor-
mation. Slot are shown with the types of their fillers.
The symbolu indicates that a slot is not filled.

Our first version of the system, briefly reported on
in Bernth (2002), followed a word-based approach
similar to Dagan and Itai (1990) in that actualwords
filling the slots were harvested for the slot frames.
This approach suffers from the drawback of produc-
ing lower-frequency results for complete slot frames
since the combinations of actual words for a given
verb are not likely to occur so frequently. In or-
der to further increase the useful frequencies, we
chose to follow the approach of e.g. Resnik (1993)
and Li and Abe (1998), usingclass-basedmodels to
generalize the results. Class-based models assign
probability values to classes of words rather than to
individual words.

Basically, our word classes are just the sets of
words that have particular bundles of semantic types
from our ontology. But we chose to conflate the type
bundles (and hence the associated word classes) by
raising certain semantic types to a selected set of
“super semantic types”. For each super semantic
type T , any semantic type that is belowT in the
ontology is replaced byT . For example, Human is
one of our chosen super semantic types, and a lower
semantic type such as Artist, if it occurs, will be
replaced by Human. The reasoning is that the su-
per semantic types make distinctions enough of the
time for selectional preferences. And this conflation
of word classes increases the useful frequencies of
frames.
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eat
(subj n h)(obj n st_food)(comp u)) < 51
(subj u)(obj n st_food)(comp u)) < 35

Figure 2: Sample Slot Frame Output for the verbeat

3 Experiments and Results

We applied our method to approximately 6.4 million
sentences from a corpus of Reuters newswire, result-
ing in slot frames for 6760 verbs; this accounts for
approximately 75 percent of all verbs in our lexicon.
Then we removed low-frequency slot frames and
slot frames for which no semantic types were avail-
able. An unexpected number of slot frames had to be
removed for e.g. verbs that takethat-complements
because we do not yet take into account the seman-
tic type of the head of the embedded clause; deciding
on the proper handling of this is a nontrivial problem
that we will return to. Additionally, the lexicon that
is available to us is not completely marked up with
semantic types.

3.1 Qualitative Results

We compared the results of our system with the list
given in Resnik (1996). A major difference is that
the results reported in Resnik (1996) only relate an
objectto a verb, not the complete slot frame. How-
ever, it is still valuable to make a comparison. The
results are displayed in Table 1. TheAssocandWN
Class are the values given in Resnik (1996), and
the SelPref (selectional preference) andSG Class
columns refer to our system. The values given for
our system in theSelPref column are MLEs and
hence range from zero to 1. The last column gives
the frequency for a given frame followed in paren-
theses by the total number of verb frames for that
verb that have both subject and object slot filled.2

There is not a complete match between the se-
mantic types from WordNet that Resnik (1996) uses
and our semantic types; this obviously makes a com-
parison harder. For several verbs we found it infor-
mative to give more than one frame. We also found
it informative to show results for some verbs that are

2In some cases we have givenall slot frames for a given
verb; in other cases just one or more examples. Hence the ab-
solute number of occurrences stated for the slot frames may or
may not add up to the number in parentheses.

not listed in Resnik (1996).
As can be seen from Table 1, there is clear agree-

ment in the semantic classes in most of the cases.
Differences occur for e.g.seewhere Resnik (1996)
conflates the object class at a higher level (and prob-
ably correctly so). Even so, no one can argue that
humans and documents are not valid object classes
for see. Generally speaking, Resnik (1996) conflates
classes at a higher level than we do. For this cor-
pus, there is a high propensity for human subjects,
and this may be caused by the fact that we con-
flate several semantic types under Human, e.g.busi-
nessplaceandst company. In the list of additional
verbs we have included both some verbs with human
subjects and some with non-human subjects.

3.2 Applying the Selectional Preferences

Anaphora resolution is an obvious candidate for
applying selectional preferences, and in fact the
main motivation for the present work. There are
a variety of approaches to anaphora resolution, but
most systems agree on the importance on morpho-
logical agreement, recency, identical surface gram-
matical role, and frequency of particular possible
antecedents occurring in the text (Mitkov, 2002).
Whereas these certainly are useful, there are also a
number of cases where they are not enough.

(1) The food was put on the table by the cook.
He then sat down to eat it.

Applying morphological agreement to resolution
of the pronounit in (1) leaves us with two candi-
dates,foodandtable. Applying the rule of recency,
a resolution algorithm would choose the wrong can-
didatetable. Likewise, applying the rule of identi-
cal surface role will not resolve the pronoun. An-
tecedent frequency may or may not be able to con-
tribute something, but is irrelevant for this example.

However, it is very clear to humans that the an-
tecedent ofit is food. This is due to the selectional
preferences foreat.
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The Euphoria anaphora resolution system
(Bernth, 2002) uses semantic type checking and
certain syntactic constraints, in addition to the
above-mentioned common rules, but was unable
to correctly resolve the reference in example (1).
However, after adding the total derived lexicon of
selectional preferences to Euphoria and integrating
its use, the reference was correctly resolved. We
will report separately on a more extensive quantita-
tive evaluation of the improvement in performance
for anaphora resolution.

4 Conclusion

We have reported on a large-scale hybrid system
for automatically acquiring selectional preferences.
The system utilizes a combination of a full-fledged,
broad-coverage parser and statistical measures to ac-
quire full slot frames for verbs with semantic classes
for the arguments. The hybrid approach allows us to
train on a virtually unlimited amount of data, and
gives high precision combined with broad cover-
age. By extracting slot frames from a large corpus
in a newswire domain, we have acquired selectional
preferences in that domain that cover about 75 per-
cent of the verbs in a commercially used general-
purpose dictionary. Finally we have illustrated the
use of the acquired selectional preference lexicon for
anaphora resolution.
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Table 1: Comparison

Verb Assoc WN Class SG Class SG Class SelPref #
object object object subject

see 5.79 <entity> <human> <human> 0.468 22 (47)
<st document> <human> 0.277 13 (47)

read 6.80 <writing> <st document> <human> 0.624 73 (117)
<speechact> <human> 0.377 44 (117)

hear 1.89 <communication> <st document> <human> 0.212 41 (193)
<speechact> <human> 0.192 37 (193)
<st info> <human> 0.088 17 (193)
<human> <human> 0.249 48 (193)

write 7.26 <writing> <st document> <human> 0.950 132 (139)
urge 1.14 <life form> <human> <human> 0.938 2340 (2496)
warn 4.73 <person> <human> <human> 1.000 79 (79)
judge 1.30 <contest> <human> <human> 0.524 11 (21)

<st interaction> <human> 0.476 10 (21)
teach 1.87 <cognition> <st discipline> <human> 0.210 21 (60)

<st document> <human> 0.083 5 (60)
<human> <human> 0.417 25 (60)

expect 0.59 <act> <human> <human> 0.366 26 (71)
repeat 1.23 <communication> <speechact> <human> 0.582 32 (55)

<st document> <human> 0.343 12 (55)
understand 1.52 <cognition> <st cognition> <human> 0.159 10 (63)

<st interaction> <human> 0.238 15 (63)
<st problem> <human> 0.222 14 (63)
<st document> <human> 0.190 12 (63)
<st need> <human> 0.190 12 (63)

Not in
Resnik’s list:
measure <st outcome> <st document> 0.464 150 (323)
eat <st food> <human> 0.746 135 (181)
drink <st liquid> <human> 0.882 60 (68)
kill <human> <human> 0.869 2109 (2428)

<human> <st event> 0.036 87 (2428)
<human> <air vehicle> 0.028 68 (2428)
<human> <st weapon> 0.012 29 (2428)
<human> <st animal> 0.004 10 (2428)

love <human> <human> 0.855 106 (124)
<st place> <human> 0.145 18 (124)

throw <st event> <human> 0.576 19 (33)
<st artifact> <human> 0.424 14 (33)

describe <human> <human> 0.722 65 (90)
<st event> <human> 0.156 14 (90)
<st document> <human> 0.122 11 (90)

study <st document> <human> 0.534 119 (223)
<st cognition> <human> 0.224 50 (223)
<st action> <human> 0.049 11 (223)

attack <human> <human> 0.671 496 (739)
<st place> <human> 0.099 73 (739)
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